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FOREWORD

Gary Goldsmith and  
Dean Kelly
For any well informed Recruitment Business 
Leader, the USA is definitely on their radar as a 
land of opportunities.

It might look like a complicated task and difficult 
to execute but get it right, and the revenue win is 
exceptional.

Yes, there are obstacles.
The time differences. The cost of taking staff over 
(min $75k salaries for starter and hoops to jump 
through to get visas).

The cultural difference where some USA workers 
make the Australian’s look like workaholics (forgive 
my sweeping generalisation of two nations / done 
for effect). The remote management headache. 
And the extra legal and accounting costs.

The list goes on...

But – and it’s a massive but – it is worth it, the 
USA staffing market is so strong, and with more 
companies and candidate and less competition (so 
many less as equipped and talented as those who 
have cut their teeth and are 

succeeding in the vastly crowded UK). It really 
does offer European recruitment businesses a 
licence to print money.

Easy to do?
No, but not insurmountable especially with the 
right help and support (the RDLC being a great 
starting point of course)

Worth the opportunity cost?
Is it worth dedicating the time of important people 
to launching in the USA v’s growing traditional 
markets?  You bet!

If this e-book inspires you we can help - we 
have helped 11 brands in 2019/20 so far launch 
divisions across the pond.

It could be exactly the next big step you and your 
company needs to take.

Enjoy!

GG | DK 

CONTENT

Whatever stage you are at with your plans 
for launching in the USA, this guide will get 
you there quicker, and more safely.

New to the USA
• The ten point plan to setting up in the 

states
• How to choose your market
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• Sound legal advice
• Tips from Successful UK leaders

New to NYC
• What’s unique about NYC
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• Costs
• Compliance
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• NYC Tips
• Making your brand stand out
• Building the right tech platform
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USA BEGINNER
Setting up an Agency in the USA
Advice from PGC Commercial Director Jeremy Wastall

Expanding into the US market can be a lucrative move for any growing business, but 
varying employment laws and regulations mean that it’s a complex landscape to master. 
Getting the basics right and seeking expert advice from the start is crucial to making sure 
an agency is compliant, protected from risk, and ready to scale. 

Ten Point Foundation
1. The Legal Set-up:
To operate a business entity in the US, you’ll 
first need to decide on its corporate structure – 
choosing between establishing an LLC, a C-Corp 
or a S-Corp. You’ll also need to make sure your 
terms of business incorporate US compliance 
and employment laws and that the agency is 
registered within your chosen US state or states. 
We recommend getting advice from a legal expert 
with this. 

2. Expansion Investment:
Expanding internationally is understandably a 
costly process. It’s important to allocate enough 
funds to cover costs such as legal fees, new staff 
and offices as well as various admin fees and 
state taxes. Although outgoings will be increased, 
revenue won’t, so careful preparation is key to 
protect your business during this time. 

If you’re looking to get investment from an 
external party to help with this, make sure all 
documentation and materials are US focused. 

3. Establish a US Bank Account 
Rules and regulations for opening a bank account 
as a business in the US varies in each state, but 

you will be expected to file a SS-4 form to get a 
US tax ID number (EIN). A W8/W9 form is also 
required along with additional documentation. 
This is one of the more complicated aspects of 
expansion and is often taken care of by a US-
based lawyer. It’s also worth discussing with your 
UK bank if they partner with an American bank. 

4. Back Office Support
At PGC we see an increasing number of agencies 
looking for back-office solutions to help streamline 
processes and mitigate risk while expanding. As 
a workforce management platform, we manage 
onboarding, payroll, tax withholding, benefits, 
healthcare, timesheets and invoices for our 
clients. Along with this, our in-house legal team 
keeps pace with changes in US law and makes 
sure your business and workforce are compliant 
at federal, state and local levels. 

5. Tax Structure and Compliance
When you expand a business to the US, you’ll also 
be paying US taxes. Each state sets its own rate 
of tax, so they will vary depending on where you 
set up as well as factors such as legal structure 
and earnings. This is a complicated area so always 
utilise a CPA or Tax Accountant to make sure that 
your business is compliant both in the US and UK.

6. Insurance 
There are a range of insurance types to consider 
when setting up in the US. These need to be 
implemented in order to protect both the 
employee and the employer. PGC’s solution covers 
our clients’ workers because they are legally our 
W-2 employees, however, an agency will need 
to make sure that they are covered by their own 
business insurances such as General Liability, 
Professional Indemnity and Crime to protect 
recruitment practices.
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7. Incentives
As part of their economic development strategies, 
US states use tax incentives to attract new busi-
nesses which can include credits exemptions and 
deductions. To help you choose the right location 
for your business, each state has an EDO that 
will work with new companies looking to setup 
- offering free advice on offices, rent, staff costs, 
universities, and housing etc.

8. Location and Office
Careful research is key when deciding on the right 
US location to set-up in. You’ll need to consider 
your target market and growth potential in differ-
ent states and cities, as well as varying tax rates, 
filing fees, infrastructure and geographic cover-
age. Considering how a time zone overlaps with 
your existing business hours and the availability 
of talent in your specific industry are also impor-
tant factors in identifying the right area.

9. Immigration 
Your US visa requirements should be part of the 
planning process of structuring your US opera-
tion. As you might expect, this is a complex
 

landscape so involve immigration attorneys from 
the start. Our hands-on experience in the staffing 
industry means that PGC can discuss the time-
frames for this, costs of visa, investment require-
ments for the E2 visa and then also discuss the L1 
visa and the particulars around that visa.

10. Recruitment 
Absolute key to the successful launch and growth 
of your USA business is identifying, hiring, train-
ing, retaining the very best recruitment talent and 
trainees in the marketplace.  Your strategy maybe 
to bring out a leader from your existing business 
to build around, or to identify and hire an estab-
lished leader here in the US.  

As an RDLC Pirate member we can help provide 
you with both the strategic direction, alongside 
connecting you to our established partnerships 
with the best Recruitment sector suppliers in the 
industry to help you navigate this process.

USA BEGINNER

Ten Point Foundation Cont...
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Fake it until you make it
Operating from the UK

If you’re not looking to establish a physical 
presence in the US, you can bypass these 10 
points and place contractors through your UK 
entity by using PGC’s workforce management 
platform. You will simply need a USD bank 
account in order to make payments and invoice 
your clients. The UK and the U.S. maintain a tax 
treaty so you’ll also need to provide your clients 
with a W-8BEN-E form when invoicing for perm 
or contract fees.
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With our offices on both sides of 
the Atlantic offering the full range 
of corporate services , Rooney 
Nimmo has built a strong practice 
around helping UK companies 
expand into the US. In the last 
few years, this has included 

many recruitment companies, which, like all 
organisations,  have had to consider  the areas 
of US law relevant to their setup, including tax, 
employment, formation, contracts, intellectual 
property, immigration, and more.  

 A lot of the most successful inbound 
companies bring across a founder or owner 
on a commercial visa (which we can help 
procure). Their combination of experience,  
leadership and culture, combined with a good 
eye for new US hires,  seems to be the best 
recipe for success. The good news is that the US 
marketplace has thus far been very receptive 
to the dynamic UK-based recruiters who have 
made the leap ; many of our clients have gained 
significant traction and are already benefiting 
from the high fees they can capture in the US. 

Of course there are challenges to entering a new 
marketplace, and hazards to anticipate. 

Contracts
Companies should be very careful when 
engaging in contracts with US clients: clauses 
and provisions that may appear like boilerplate 
around, for example, fee-shifting, venues and 
disputes, can contain hidden dangers and 
mistakes here can be costly. In the case of 
nonpayment, for example, while a fee you are 
attempting to recover may only be in the low tens 
of thousands, attorneys’ fees for collection could 
end up well in excess of that, rendering pursuit 
pointless. In New York, you don’t get your fees 
unless there’s a contractual or statutory basis 
for their collection.  

Venue provisions are also important to note. In 
one case, a European client of ours agreed to 
the Middle District of Florida as a venue for legal 
recourse and ended up at a huge disadvantage 
against their adversary, which had employed a 
good percentage of the townspeople and were 
blessed at trial by a jury perhaps predictably 
unfavorable to the overseas client. Throw in the 
expense of local counsel and travel back and 
forth to Florida, and a provision that once seemed 
meaningless ends up being a story you wish 
wasn’t yours to tell. 

Trademarks
Intellectual property carries its own risks. Many 
clients don’t realise that launching without 
securing a trademark  can leave them subject to 
cease-and-desist letters under US law. Someone 

accusing you of breach of trademark pursuant 
to the “likelihood of confusion” clause can 
claim double or even treble damages, as 
well as attorneys’ fees and disgorgement of 
profits. The stereotype of the US as a more 
aggressively litigious business environment carries 
a lot of truth. Being prepared is essential. 
 
Taxation
Planning is also important for tax purposes. We’ve 
had clients unwittingly acquire US tax residency 
by dint of the time they’ve spent in the US, on a 
visa or otherwise, and end up having to pay the 
IRS far more than they might have had to . Some 
UK clients, when selling their company, anticipate 
UK-style entrepreneurs’ relief treatment when 
they may in fact be subject to sobering capital 
gains taxes. 

Like climbing a mountain, entering the US market 
as a business offers great rewards but comes with 
many dangers. Enlisting a guide who knows the 
landscape and can anticipate hidden dangers and 
pitfalls is an essential step in reaching the high 
peaks now open to you.

THE LOW-DOWN ON US LAW
Priceless Legal Advice from Allan Rooney
Partner at Rooney Nimmo

Rooney Nimmo’s presence in Hong Kong is through affiliation with JC Legal.

Web: rooneynimmo.com
Email: allan.rooney@rooneynimmo.com
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Ben Broughton, CEO, Premier Group 

Winning Team
The number one priority for launching in the USA is 
choosing your team very carefully. The opportunity 
is huge but the cost and risk of relocating a team are 
significant.

We chose our best billers and team leaders, both as 
revenue earners and living our values. Our consultants 
are doing average of $40k a month each.

Start Selecting the Right Clients
At first, you’ll be keen - too keen - for new clients and 
biz dev meetings with them. The thing is, it’s easy to get 
meetings and imagine you’ve got new roles. Be wary 
of time-wasting, as there’s lots of chat and promises 
but you’ll soon realise you’ve been strung along or the 
margins are not worth it - no matter how big the brand is. 
There’s lots of business and you can afford to fire clients.

Get Local Back-Office Help
All the complexities of US tax and payroll are a major 
headache, get local back-office help for your internals it’s 
worth every penny at this stage, it saves us numerous 
hours of manpower per month. Oh, and be prepared 
for your remuneration package to be 30% more with all 
pension and healthcare costs!

TIPS FROM UK PLAYERS

Gavin Jones, CEO, Energize 

Location - If you are planning on working the west coast 
then apply for the visas and once you have them move 
over ASAP. Do not do a soft launch in the UK. 

Billers - Convince your best 360 billers to do this rather 
than what we did which was advertise the jobs internally 
for the USA and see who applied. 

Agency V In House - Plan to tackle internal recruitment, 
it is huge here! Everyone talks about how the USA is less 
saturated from an agent perspective compared to the UK 
which is correct, however most companies over 50 staff 
have an internal recruitment team. Their main objective is 
usually to reduce cost and not use any agency. 

True Specialist - In light of the above, be super niche 
in perm and load that market with billers. The best way 
we’ve found around internal recruitment is supplying 
candidates they cannot find - in our case we will only be 
focusing on big data as we grow, nothing else.

Adapt to the Culture Quickly - you will win new 
business by being persistent on email with multiple follow 
up emails. You need to make the calls but we are winning 
business via texting the CEOs.

Location - Set up the operation where you can meet the 
clients face to face, the west coast is a networking market 
not hard sell.

Two RDLC members who’ve successfully launched in the USA, share their top tips. 

https://rdlcpirates.com
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USA BEGINNER

Choosing Your Target Markets
The USA recruitment market is dominated by large generic recruitment firms, leaving a gap in the 
market for niche focused recruitment firms to launch and thrive.

It is important to spend time in research your 
target markets to identify the best sector and 
niche to focus on. Key questions to ask:

1. Is there an established leader in the niche         
 already? 
2. Do you have first mover advantage? 
3. Is the market large enough to grow a large   
 business? 
4. Is there a high demand and low supply of   
 candidates?  
5. Can you control the supply of candidates?

From a geographical standpoint the majority of 
US business is conducted by phone and video 
meetings, this can include your client meetings 
and candidate/client interviews, the US is also 
widely adapting remote workers (where sector/
niche allows), this means regardless of where your 
business is located it’s easy to deal with the whole 
of the USA and Canada from any location.  

Of course, if you are in a sector where local 
candidates and local clients are important then 
you need to plan accordingly.

Other important factors to consider when 
choosing a location are: 

• State laws 
• Access to internal candidate pool
• Competition for internal candidate pool
• Real estate costs 
• Internal salary costs (can differ greatly from 

you city/state to the next)
• State/City tax
• Time zone, especially if close contact needed 

with UK office

As an RDLC Pirate you will have access to the 
Pirates exclusive recruitment supply network to 
help answer all your questions and the support 
of fellow Pirates who have been there, done 
that, and happy to share their knowledge and 
experience.

Based on data from PGC

Industries by Worker Job Title

Industry %

Information Technology 44.04%

Medical/Pharmaceutical 11.84%

Finance 10.84%

Business Services 10.72%

CRM Management 8.81%

Other 13.75%

Industries by End Client
 Industry %
 Medical/Pharmaceutical 20.47%
 Finance 17.32%
 Information Technology 14.16%
 Advertising/Marketing 5.48%
 Manufacturing 4.61%
 Business Services 4.40%
 Apparel/Retail 4.19%
 Food Services 4.19%
 Education 3.86%
 Specialized Tech Services 3.45%
 Other 17.86%

Job Hot Spots
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USA BEGINNER

Choosing Your Target Markets
How to choose locations and sectors to focus on.

Market Analysis
It’s fair to say that in business, data should form a key part of any 
decision making process. And when it comes to deciding where to open 
your first U.S. office, being data-driven with regards to the industry you 
will focus on and the market that you will place into, is crucial to the 
success of your expansion. 

We have created this heat-map and jobs table data (see previous page) 
to give you a high-level insight into PGC’s workforce and where we see 
the most, and least, onboards. It’s important to note that this is not 
a representation of the USA’s contingent workforce so you’ll need to 
research further to support any decisions you make for your business. 
There are three insights that we wanted to briefly outline:
 
1. As some may expect, IT professionals are the dominant force 

making up 44% of our workforce. These workers, however, are 
being placed into many different end-clients across various 
industries which has been partly down to agencies focusing on a 
niche technology or skillset, like Salesforce, that are in demand 
across many industries.

2. Although this is a heatmap of the U.S., we have included Canada 
in the tables to demonstrate the potential opportunities this 
country represents. As outlined in the tables, the majority of 
activity is centred around Toronto, Ontario. Toronto is PGC’s 
fourth most populous area in terms of workers placed, with 
Ontario coming in at 5th place at the state/province level.

3. The map clearly shows that California, Texas and the North 
Eastern region has a high concentration of workers placed but 
what it doesn’t show is the growth potential of the states such 
as Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Illinois and Pennsylvania. 
The map shows that less workers have been placed there but it 
doesn’t mean that there aren’t workers to place in those states.

If you want to learn more please speak to PGC’s team who would be happy to help you.

Contract workers USA heat-map.

 

Top 10 Cities by Workers Placed
1. New York Area

2. Austin

3. San Francisco Area

4. Toronto Area

5. Houston

6. Chicago

7. Trenton

8. Calgary

9. Philadelphia

10. Los Angeles
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NYC BEGINNER

How to Succeed in NYC
Culture, the right market, the right people, strong business identity, solid processes and clear key 
performance indicators are all things we know make a successful recruitment business. 

You most likely have them already, the blueprint 
to your success. The best piece of advice we 
can give to anyone starting a business here is 
don’t change your blueprint, stick to what makes 
you successful.  Of course, you need to make 
some tweaks to adapt to a new market, but 
fundamentally if you have a blueprint that works 
stick to it.

One big difference in the USA compared to 
some other markets is the involvement of HR 
in the process.  The second biggest factor is 
learning how to tweak your internal culture to 
accommodate the USA market.  As a Pirate you 
will have access to exclusive Pirates supplier 
network and fellow Pirate support from members 
who have been there, done that, and happy to 
share their knowledge and experience.

Manage Costs
There are a lot of advantages to starting your 
recruitment business in NYC, in fact it has been 
the starting point for many successful UK based 
Recruitment firms for their first move to the 
USA including SThree, Michael Page, and Frank 
Recruitment Group.  But, it does come with a few 
drawbacks, cost being the most significant.  

The average base salary for a fresh graduate 
Trainee Recruitment Consultant is $35,000-

$45,000, however most USA recruitment firms 
use a draw system instead of straight base.  Office 
space, NYC is the most expensive city in the USA 
for office space, dependent on your business plan 
starting out in a co-working facility maybe the way 
to go.  

If you are looking to start with a traditional office 
there are a number of ways to reduce cost, from 
where in NYC the office is located to looking for a 
low-cost sublease.  As a Pirate you have exclusive 
access to our NYC-based commercial leasing 
specialist.

Culture
One of the biggest challenges for any start-up is 
embedding the right culture for the business to 
build on. If you have an existing business with a 
great culture, promote that in the USA, make sure 
the new US office benefits from the team and 
culture form your existing business.  

Clearly identify your pillars and communicate this 
to the USA business, set some targets for existing 
UK office staff to visit NYC office and vice/versa, 
set up competitions with the NYC against other 
teams in the business (deal sizes tend to be higher 
in the USA so do it on number of deals rather than 
value).  

Americans love America... USA, USA, USA!  When 
communicating with the US business, teams or 
individuals don’t use cricket, rugby or anything 
else not American as the analogy. Oh, and say 
‘USA, USA, USA!’ As often as possible.

Compliance
The biggest challenges of expanding into new 
markets are found in legal and compliance 
issues. To set up an entity in the US, you’ll 
need to navigate important legal processes at 
federal, state and local levels. These include 
IC misclassification, employment agreements, 
background checks, workers compensation 
claims, overtime, paid sick leave, benefits and 
healthcare.

Managing this in-house is not only time-consuming 
but leaves your business open to risk and mistakes. 
Through PGC’s platform you will be outsourcing 
elements of the risk and responsibility associated 
with managing contingent workers and provide 
you with direct access to the market. PGC’s in-
house legal team are there to help unravel the 
complexities of the U.S. legal system and provide 
clear advice and updates where required. 

Through 18 years’ experience PGC will be there to 
prevent potential legal disputes, and if something 
does come up we we’ll advise you on the best way 
to proceed.

https://rdlcpirates.com
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NYC GROWTH

Take a Bigger Bite of the Apple
You’ve setup business and survived your first year but you are struggling to grow.  This is a 
common story we hear far too often, the good news we are here to help!  We have assisted 
a number of RDLC Pirates get over this hump.

One of the biggest problems we find is that 
many organisations open their USA operation 
and decide to hire experienced “managers” and 
recruiters from existing USA recruitment firms in 
the hope that their knowledge and experience to 
your firm to grow your business.  Problem is good 
managers and recruiters don’t leave their current 
employers, why would they?  

The managers and recruiters that you end up 
hiring may know how to win some new clients 
and do a couple of deals a month, what they don’t 
know is how their previous employer became 
successful.  They weren’t part of the organisational 
strategy, they weren’t sat in monthly board 
meetings helping make key business decision, that 
was down to the executive team of that business.
 
There are no shortcuts; you know this as you’ve 
been there and done that for your existing 
business.  It takes time and effort for successful 
growth in the USA, they include: Defined internal 
hiring process, developed USA training program, 
strong internal and external brand identity for 
the US market, focused client attraction strategy, 
robust inbound and outbound digital marketing 

plan, and of course the right technology partners 
to tie this all together.  As a Pirate you will have 
exclusive access to our extensive network of USA 
recruitment focused suppliers, the ability to ask 
questions and share experience with your peer 
network of other Pirate members that have been 
there and done it before or on the same journey 
as you right now, and access to Gary and Dean to 
help you any step of your journey.

Using Data and Tech
Using technology to best suit the needs of your 
business will free up time for you to focus on what 
your core business is all about. PGC’s custom-built 
software Precision™ has been designed by experts 
to make your back-office run like clockwork. 

Both employers and workers can access the 
platform, speeding up the onboarding process 
as well as managing contracts, timesheets and 
invoices all through one system. This, along 
with big-picture, real-time analytics give you full 
visibility and control of your workforce.  

Build Your Tech Platform Through the RDLC
To win in the USA, the home of tech, you need kit 
that will give you the edge. And at the right price.

The RDLC have the best deals on the best tech 
globally. 

What ever your modus operandi we can help you 
refine your tool-kit including, chat bots, number 
finders, marketing wizards etc. 

We’ll give the chance to get deals on products you 
never knew existed!
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ABOUT: RDLC & PGC

WHY JOIN THE RDLC
The learn more about the authors of this e-book guide see our contact details below.

RDLC is the leading professional network group 
for recruitment CEOs, MDs and Directors. A 
virtuous calendar cycle of specialist events, 
seminars, 24/7 online interaction and of course 
our famous ‘Chatham House rules’ fine dining 
lunches, ensure there is something for every 
sector, vertical and geography within recruitment. 

Whether a new start-up, high growth or a 
multinational mammoth, everyone can draw on a 
wealth of industry knowledge and a peer-to-peer 
network that is unrivalled within our profession.

Membership Benefits

• Supplier deals - You’ll enjoy supplier deals 
from over 60 suppliers. 

• Access to webinars lunches and workshops

• Access to Founders 

• Tech & innovation advice – due diligence 

• 24/7 Peer-to-peer support channels 

• Business Road-mapping - we have developed a 
proven, valuable and saleable business road-
mapping process  

• Reward and Remuneration Comparisons 

• Management Information, Shared Trends and 
Best Practice 

CONTACT RDLC
Membership will help you grow either if you are 
in the UK Or via our international membership 
option.

Membership enquiries, email: 
info@rdlcpirates.com

Website:
rdlcpirates.com

ABOUT PGC   

Who: 
Precision Global Consulting (PGC) is a workforce 
management platform offering companies solu-
tions in the US, Canada and the UK. 

Why: 
Smart companies that want to focus on growing 
their business hire experts to handle the areas in 
which they lack expertise. Employing talent in the 
U.S. and Canada is complex with the ever-chang-
ing rules and regulations.

What: 
Complete employer-of-record (EOR) services, 
enabled through technology, for businesses and 
individuals that prefer to have experts handle the 
daily HR, contracts, taxes, payroll and ongoing 
administration of employees and employment-re-
lated matters in the United States and Canada.

Jeremy Wastall, Commercial Director
 
Get in touch
+44 (0) 788 133 6825 Mobile
+44 (0) 203 862 9564 Direct
+1 646 766 9493 US
Visit website
www.pgcgroup.com

Business People in the People Business
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